The Dictionary of Interacting Proteins (DIP) is a large repository of protein interactions: its March 2000 release included 2379 protein pairs whose interactions have been detected by experimental methods. Even if many of these correspond to poorly characterized proteins, the result of massive yeast two-hybrid screenings, as many as 851 correspond to interactions detected using direct biochemical methods.
Introduction
Proteomics technology is delivering large sets of information on protein interactions, in quantities unprecedented in classical molecular biology (Rain et al., 2001 , Fromont-Racine et al., 1997 , Ito et al., 2000 , Schwikowski et al., 2000 . Several initiatives are underway to design databases able to store and manipulate this new information (Eilbeck et al., 1999 , Bader et al., 2001 . Interaction databases are becoming essential tools in molecular biology research, since they will provide the basis for integrating functional genomic and proteomic data (Nature Supplement 2000).
Databases for the storage of protein interactions may also provide gold standards for prediction methods, such as those based on genomic information , or on extracting information from the scientific literature (Blaschke et al., 1999 , Rindflesch et al., 1999 , Rindflesch et al., 2000 , Proux et al., 2000 , Sekimizu et al., 1998 , Thomas et al., 2000 .
The quality of the interaction databases, as in the case of the sequence databases, depends not only on the quality of the information stored, but also on the ability to trace the origin of the information. For historical and practical reasons, these links were only partially incorporated in the databases.
SWISS-PROT has recently launched efforts to link database features with the corresponding references and pointers in a detailed manner (R. Apweiler, personal communication).
The Database of Interacting Proteins is a good example of an up-to-date repository dedicated to storage of protein-protein interactions. Each entry contains the names of the two interacting proteins, together with the experimental technique used for describing the interaction, and bibliographic references in the form of Medline pointers. Two other main information repositories on protein interactions are PIR (Barker et al., 2000) and BIND (Bader et al., 2001) . PIR contains a catalog of macromolecular complexes, whereas BIND has information about protein interactions and molecular complexes (1332 interactions, 41 molecular complexes), plus additional information on interactions with DNA, RNA, and other molecules. Only a limited number of PIR and BIND entries are linked to bibliographic references.
It is this early phase of development in which it is important to assess the extent to which database entries are adequately linked to bibliographic references, and when it is of interest to determine the utility of developing tools to aid in the data annotation process. DIP is an interesting case for such studies because it is hand curated and provides links to the literature used to deduce each interaction.
Employing an updated version of our information extraction (IE) system (Blaschke et al., 1999) , we found the correct evidence in the literature for less than a third of the DIP interactions. The main reasons for the low recall rate were inconsistency in protein nomenclature and the lack of relevant information in the abstracts. Application of automatic information retrieval tools detected new interactions between proteins described in DIP as participants in other interactions. This observation indicates the potential of information retrieval tools as aids during the construction of interaction databases.
Methods

DIP in numbers
DIP database entries were downloaded as a flat file from http://dip.doe-mbi. ucla.edu as deposited by March 8 2000.
The DIP entries can be divided into two categories, those taken directly from yeast twohybrid (y2h) screenings and those characterized by more classical methods. While the y2h pairs correspond mainly to proteins of unknown function, the interactions described using 'classical' experimental techniques are considered to demonstrate more reliable interactions between well-characterized proteins (Table 1) . It is from this latter group (the 'classical' experiments) that links are found from DIP entries to publications, in the form of pointers to Medline abstracts. This set contains approximately one different reference for each interaction, whereas in the y2h interaction set, hundreds of interactions are linked to a few Medline references. The work described here was carried out mainly with the 'classical' experiment set of interactions, except where explicitly stated.
In DIP, each protein is identified by an ID number, a name, and pointers to different sequence databases; PIR (Barker et al., 2000) , SWISS-PROT (Bairoch and Apweiler 2000) , GenBank (Benson et al., 1998) , and PDB (Sussman et al., 1998) , when available. For example, the full set of 2149 proteins contains 1542 links to SWISS-PROT.
Detection of protein names
The absence of naming conventions for proteins makes automated detection of similarities between protein names difficult. Protein names are subject to many variations, including changes over time, writing variants, in particular names of mutated proteins and alleles. In addition specific and general names are used simultaneously: for example, sequence databases tend to use precise technical names, such as 'cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor p27', whereas common names are often used in the literature, e.g. 'p27kip1'. The identification of protein names thus poses a difficult problem.
To detect as many proteins as possible, DIP protein names were enriched with synonyms extracted from the SWISS-PROT database (Figure 1 ). Alternative names were identified in the description (DE field) and the gene names lines (GN field). Using this procedure, the initial set of 1542 DIP protein names (the fraction of the 2149 proteins in DIP containing a pointer to SWISS-PROT) was supplemented with 7164 to reach a total of 8706 forms, including synonyms and spelling variants. Some variations were allowed to increase the possibility of matching related names, such as IL 6 with IL6 and 
Extraction of the interactions
To extract interactions, an extension of our previously implemented system (Blaschke et al., 1999) was used. This system is based on matching sentences from the text corpus with predefined rules (known as patterns or frames). We have collected eight main rules with several subrules. The number of intervening words ([word]*) is used as part of a scoring system that favors shorter sentences in which protein names are closer together. The final scores are additionally modified to consider the number of sentences (and Medline abstracts) in which each interaction is observed.
In discussion of possible error sources, it must be noted that the IE system does not differentiate direct physical interactions from all other possible relations. The typical construction 'protein A activates protein B' does not necessarily imply direct inter-protein contact, as it can be mediated by a third protein. The sentence 'The expressed p53 protein showed nuclear localization and its expression was associated with an induction of p21 and bax expression' relates p53 with p21 and bax but does not imply a physical interaction between them.
The final interaction network is presented in a graphic user interface that enables manipulation and visualization of the system, analysis of the individual relationship, and retrieval of the sentences and abstracts used to deduce the relationship. This graphic interface was also useful for manual checking of hundreds of interactions (an on-line version showing the analysis of various biological systems is accessible at: http://www.pdg. cnb.uam.es/suiseki/).
Results
Linking Medline sentences to DIP entries
We initially evaluated the number of interactions that can be retrieved automatically from the Medline abstracts quoted directly in the corresponding DIP entries. For 210 entries, approximately 25% of the 851 interactions reported in DIP, the system finds the corresponding links; that is, the information extraction system identified sentences containing the two protein names of a DIP entry in a sentence determined by the rules as indicative of interaction. These cases are the basis for the automatic assignment of DIP entries to the basic Bibliographic pointers and protein interactions 199 information coded in the corresponding scientific text. Examples of correct identification could be: 'The Cdc2 protein kinase controls Cdc10/Sct1 complex formation' which includes information about the complex of Cdc10 with Sct1 (DIP entry 332).
'p27Kip1 binds the complex as an extended structure interacting with both cyclin A and Cdk2k for the interaction of p27Kip1 with cyclin A and Ddk2 (DIP entry 550).
'In addition, JAK2 phosphorylated Raf-1 at sites different from those phosphorylated by pp60v-src', from where the interaction of JAK2 with Raf-1 was deduced (DIP entry 600).
Assessing the accuracy of detected interactions
Several factors contribute to the surprisingly low recall rate, making detection of Medline sentences impossible for 75% of the DIP entries. First, information about the interactions is not included in many of the abstracts, obviously rendering them undetectable. Second, in many cases the DIP protein (gene) names or their synonyms were not found in the corresponding text sources. Finally the information was not extracted in some cases because the description of the interactions in the text is too complex for the relatively simple rules implemented in the extraction system. Detailed analysis of 100 random examples (Table 2 ) of failed detection indicates that the identification of protein names remains the most serious problem. Second in order of importance is that information about interactions is not always explicitly given in the abstracts. Surprisingly, the limitations of the information extraction system appears to be the least crucial factor.
Text corpus coverage
In approximately one third of the cases, the information on the interactions was not found in the abstract. In the cases checked manually, this information was found in the text of the articles, mainly in the results section. In some cases the information was given in tables, rendering automatic retrieval even more difficult.
Detection of protein names
Problems arise here because protein names, contrary to chemical compounds, are not standardized and are often used in different forms in free text style. The lack of unique forms complicates detection and matching of names between different text sources, or text sources and databases. Some examples illustrate different forms of this problem:
In the following sentence, the names are expressed in a complex form easy to identify by a human, but which presents difficulties to an automatic system. 'The replacement of Thr161, a residue conserved and phosphorylated in other protein kinases, with valine inhibits cdc2 association with A and B cyclins'. This sentence is taken from an abstract linked to the DIP interaction between cdc2 with cyclin A and cyclin B. The cyclin A name is not reconstructed correctly by our IE system, and the list of synonyms cannot include A as a synonym of cyclin A.
In other cases, the relationship between synonyms and protein names cannot be identified. One synonym of transcription factor 3 is immunoglobulin enhancer binding factor e12, as extracted from the information in SWISS-PROT. But in sentences like 'Although several lines of evidence suggest that MRF4 and E12 or myogenin and E12 hetero-oligomers exist,...' E12 is used as a short form of the name, making matching very difficult for the automatic system. An example of mismatch between similar names that are taken as different by the automatic system is the difference between cdc25 and cyclin B and the more specific forms cdc25a and Cyclin B1 in the sentence 'The motif may represent an activating domain that has to be provided to cdc25a by intermolecular interaction with cyclin B1'. Whether or not cdc25 and cyclin B are synonyms of these proteins is an impossible decision for the automatic system without the aid of explicit references in the synonym list.
Some synonyms tend to be too general or too ambiguous. This is the case of some SWISS-PROT entries that provide very general protein classes as protein names, contributing to the overlap between unrelated proteins when interpreted as synonyms of As many of these cases as possible were removed manually from the synonym list.
Limitations of the information extraction methodology
Even in the cases in which protein names are correctly identified in the abstracts, further errors can be introduced due to the simple approach adopted by the information extraction system. This occurs when the system fails to match the sentence to its internal rules, missing the connection between the proteins. Difficult sentences, complex syntactic constructions and implicit information generally pose problems for the simple rules implemented in current systems. An example for which information cannot be extracted because it is implicit in the previous sentence is the interaction between SNF1 and SIP1 in 'A genetic method, the two-hybrid system, was used to identify four genes encoding proteins that interact with the SNF1 protein kinase from yeast. One of the genes, SIP1, was independently isolated as a multi-copy suppressor ..'.
Current rules are insufficient for capturing the interaction in an example such as 'We used the twohybrid system to demonstrate that SIR4 can form homodimers', where the relationship defined by being part of a homodimer is not previously described with a rule in our IE system. In many cases, the constructions are far too complex for the system. One such example is the sentence 'Gel retardation assays demonstrated that fos B protein positively influences the binding of c-jun and jun B proteins to an AP-1 binding consensus sequence, suggesting that fos B protein plays a role in control of gene expression'. In this case AP-1 is a transcription factor and the sentence means that fos B binds to the same DNA sequence as the transcription factor AP-1, and not that fos B binds to AP-1, as the system will wrongly interpret.
Another example is provided by the sentence 'The observation that IL-3 interacts with receptors for GM-CSF and IL-5 may have a bearing on its stronger functional effects and suggests a major role for IL-3 in the pathogenesis of hypersensitivity syndromes'. In this sentence GM-CSF and GM-CSF receptor are confused by the IE system, which will wrongly deduce an interaction between IL-3 and GM-CSF. Manual inspection of a representative set of cases reveals that the IE system incurs this type of error in less than 10% of the cases (Table 3) .
Extending the search to the entire Medline
The text corpus was extended with 61,323 additional Medline entries containing at least two of the protein names quoted in the 851 DIP interactions. In this larger set, additional sentences were found for interactions in 378 of the 851 cases (210 previously observed and 98 new interactions, Table 3 ). More than one abstract often contained the same information: thus, more than 4 abstracts represented the same interaction in 172 cases. The drawback to this analysis is that no information was found for as many as 592 interactions, even when all Medlines were inspected, pointing again to the limitations of the Medline information.
In its favor, this system identified sentences for 98 DIP interactions that were impossible to match when only the Medline referenced in DIP was used (Table 3 ). Manual evaluation showed that 70% of these identifications are correct; that is, 70% are sentences linking two protein names with a valid construction that indicates interaction. The lower success rate compared with the set of Medlines selected by the human experts behind DIP is predictable, as the larger corpus is not curated and may contain irrelevant abstracts. 
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Exploring new interactions discovered by the IE system
Further searches were carried out to detect interactions between DIP proteins using different corpora.
In the small corpus composed of 514 Medline abstracts directly linked to the DIP, we found 335 new interactions not quoted in DIP. This shows that even some information (for DIP entries) is not contained in the abstracts, additional information that may have escaped the attention of human annotators can be extracted. A total of 206 correct constructions were counted, 61% accuracy (Table 4 ).
An example of correct detection is the interaction between PCNA and cdk2, deduced from the sentence: 'Polymorphic cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) protein bound to cdk2 was a better indicator for cell proliferation and cdk2 kinase activity than the PCNA labelling index', which is not included in DIP.
Inspection of the large corpus of 61,323 Medline abstracts revealed 1940 potential new interactions between DIP proteins. All were not analyzed, but a rough estimate indicates between 30 and 50% correct identifications.
References for interactions detected by the yeast 2-hybrid system
The DIP includes a large set of interactions that were described based on massive yeast two-hybrid screenings. These interactions are linked in DIP only to papers describing the yeast two-hybrid experiments. For some, Medline references were recovered corresponding to the identification of the same interactions.
With a level of more than 70% correct detection Medline sentences were found for 106 interactions, 45 in the Medline abstracts linked to DIP and the remainder in other Medline abstracts (Table 5) .
Although in numerical terms these interactions constitute a small fraction of the 1798 interactions listed in DIP, we believe they provide a good example of the possibilities offered by the IE tools in annotating known interactions.
Discussion
Only a fraction of protein interactions that take place in biological systems have been described in the scientific literature (Figure 2) . Recent experiments in yeast two-hybrid systems (Ito et al., 2000 , Fromont-Racine et al., 1997 indicate that the number of known interactions is very small, and that a large number of true interactions has still to be discovered. This can be done by experiments or by computational methods , Enright et al., 1999 , Marcotte et al., 1999 , Pellegrini et al., 1999 . The current version of the DIP, one of the first curated databases of protein interactions, covers more than 2000 proteins and 2300 interactions. Most were acquired from recently published large scale y2h experiments (more than 60%), only 40% are based on more precise experimental techniques such as immunoprecipation, X-ray crystallography, gel filtration and ELISA. In addition 68 interactions correspond to indirect genetic experiments.
We explore the possibilities of tracing part of the DIP interactions to their origin in the literature, using an automatic information extraction method. IE extraction is a well established discipline which originated from the early attempts of natural language understanding. The methods in this field are evaluated since the late 80's in the message understanding conferences (MUC). The techniques resulting from the research in this field reach a level of recall and precision of around 80 to 90% when they are properly adapted to the specific domain In the last years a number of attempts were made to apply IE to the problem of protein interactions in biomedical text. In most of the cases a part-of-speech tagger is applied in the first step to get syntactical information of the sentence and grammars are used to get an idea of the meaning of the analyzed sentence. Rindflesch et al. (Rindflesch et al., 1999 , Rindflesch et al., 2000 detect binding relations between proteins and relations between genes and cells by using external knowledge systems (the UMLS MetaThesaurus from the National Library of Medicine). Different works (Humphreys et al., 2000 , Thomas et al., 2000 demonstrated the feasibility of adapting general purpose information extraction systems to the domain of molecular biology in small test cases. Other authors simply concentrate on purely statistical methods counting for example the co-occurrance of protein names or other significant terms in the same abstract without the application of a linguistic methodology (Andrade and Valencia, 1998 , Blaschke et al., 2001 , Jenssen et al., 2001 , Stapley and Benoit, 2000 . Other strategies have been used by different authors with varying degrees of success (Proux et al., 2000 , Sekimizu et al., 1998 , Yakushiji et al., 2001 ).
With the current state of information extraction technology as applied to molecular biology, it is difficult to compare the capacity of different systems. Most applications have ignored the problem of recognizing protein names, and often evaluate performance on reduced data sets (Proux et al., 2000 , Thomas et al., 2000 . In the absence of valid standards, it is difficult to determine whether results for controlled scenarios will extrapolate to complex biological situations, such as that described here.
We propose four areas in which our study may have implications.
(i) First, it proposes the DIP data set as ''proof of concept'' for the possible use of information extraction systems that validate information stored in a database. (ii) Second, it shows how IE can be used to aid in the database creation process by proposing possible interactions to human annotators. IE technology Figure 2 . Distribution of the protein interaction universe. Of all protein interactions, only a small fraction have been identified and published in the scientific literature. Many more are being discovered with mass screening approaches i.e. yeast two-hybrid systems. A fraction of the known interactions are stored in the DIP database by human experts, corresponding in part to standard biochemical experiments published in the scientific literature and in part to new proteomic data. Current automatic tools can extract some of these interactions from sources such as Medline abstracts. Here we study the relationship between the interactions stored in DIP and automatically-extracted interactions, in an effort to assess how much information in DIP can be traced to its source in Medline sentences Is the information available sufficient to link DIP entries to Medline sentences?
The initial phase of this study was to detect DIP protein names in Medline. Given the lack of standard protein names, their identification remains one of the most challenging problems in this field (see discussion by Fukuda et al., 1998 and Proux et al., 1998) . Even after extending protein names with synonyms (i.e. alternative names used in SWISS-PROT), only a fraction of the DIP protein names could be identified. This clearly speaks for the need to introduce standard protein and gene names. It would also be desirable that DIP and other databases provide direct ways of converting the names they use into the names used in the scientific literature. As illustrated by examples (see results), the use of the same name for different proteins or the use of general synonyms increases the ambiguity of protein names and complicates their identification. Extending the number of synonyms by including database entries and related Medline entries would increase the coverage of the system, although this will be at the expense of the detection precision, since more ambiguities would be included.
In addition to the problem of identification, we find that a significant number of DIP protein names are not present in the Medline abstracts mentioned in the DIP entries or in any other Medline abstract. It is possible that these names have been included in DIP after detailed reading of the full papers by the database annotators, and they therefore cannot be found in the abstract. This indicates the need for analyzing full textual sources and trusted web repositories, and not only abstracts.
With the name and synonym information abstracts were identified containing the names of the two interacting proteins for 378 of the 851 DIP interactions, indicating that potentially useful abstracts were identified for 44% of the DIP entries. The limitation of analyzing only Medline abstracts, combined with the difficulty in identifying protein names pose the main difficulties to the development of IE strategies. Our analysis indicates that almost 80% of the missing links to DIP are produced either by errors in the identification of protein names or by the lack of information on the interactions in the abstracts. Only 20% of the cases involve inaccuracies of the IE system (Table 1) .
When protein names were identified in an abstract, the IE system failed to detect the interaction correctly only in a small number of cases (less than 10% of the cases; Table 3 ). Although such cases indicate the need to improve the performance of our IE system (possibly by improving the underlying Natural Language Processing system), the real biological problem appears to require improvement in the detection of protein names and analysis of complete text corpus rather than more sophisticated NLP methodology.
Finding new interactions beyond the DIP information
Application of the automatic information extraction system provided new information not quoted in DIP. For a fraction of the DIP interactions derived directly from y2h experiments (and not quoted in DIP as having been confirmed by other experiments), the corresponding interactions were found in the literature. This observation demonstrates that biological information can be mined efficiently with current tools, in some cases beyond the obvious effort of the human experts during database construction.
In a number of cases, we found new interactions between proteins that were clearly identified as DIP proteins. We analyzed a number of these new interactions, and found that more than 60% correspond to true interactions. It is thus tempting to 204 C. Blaschke and A. Valencia propose that automatic extraction systems can be a good guide for the detection of interactions. The leads provided by the automatic systems will have the additional advantage of serving as detailed pointers, binding database entries with key Medline sentences.
Conclusions
The analysis presented here highlights the problems of incomplete text sources and inconsistent protein names as the main difficulties facing the creation of extended protein interaction repositories and the cross-referencing of existing ones, i.e. SWISS-PROT. These observations indicate that recent reports on the performance of different interaction extraction systems underestimate the importance and difficulty of these problems in real world situations. We thus propose DIP as a realistic scenario for the comparison of IE systems, counting on the initial performance of our system, which identified 259 direct links between DIP entries and Medline sentences. Of these, 190 were identified in Medline abstracts quoted directly in DIP, and 69 were retrieved from other Medline abstracts. In total, for 30.5% of the DIP interactions the bibliographic origin was identified. The possibilities offered by IE systems in the field of database annotation are illustrated by the discovery of about 2000 new interactions. The validation of these new interactions by human experts could speed up the process of database annotation.
